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Multi-Asset Solutions (MAS) takes ESG factors into consideration from both a top-down and a
bottom-up perspective—in top-down asset allocation decisions and the bottom-up fundamental
research of our underlying managers, where applicable. From a top-down perspective, we
evaluate whether there is adequate compensation for the additional risk premium required for
investing in asset classes with relatively immature corporate governance institutions or riskier
operating and/or capital structures.
From a bottom-up perspective, ESG analysis is conducted via the fundamental investing process of
the underlying fund managers, who assess materiality of ESG risk and determine whether they are
adequately compensated for that risk at the company or issuer level.
We also seek to mitigate ESG risks in the strategy selection and risk management components of
our investment process. Strategy selection combines manager research and portfolio construction.
Here the manager research team looks to understand how ESG is considered within an underlying
manager’s investment process, how the manager defines and mitigates material ESG risks, and
the investment rationales for the inclusion of securities that may score poorly and/or contain
perceived headline risk. MAS portfolio managers then evaluate the portfolio construction benefits
of including a manager with higher perceived ESG risk vs. the incremental risk that the manager
introduces at the total portfolio level. Generally speaking, managers that are valuation-sensitive or
biased toward carry tend to have the highest perceived ESG risks, but simply excluding them from
the underlying opportunity set results in an unbalanced portfolio and suboptimal risk-adjusted
returns over longer time horizons.
Consistent with the standards set forth across J.P. Morgan Asset Management, MAS has
implemented technology and governance enhancements to efficiently facilitate integration of ESG
considerations into our process. For example, portfolio management and construction tools such
as Spectrum™ can identify fund- and security-level outliers, data also available to an independent
risk management group that conducts ESG risk discussions at the total portfolio level—an
important second line of defense.
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At J.P. Morgan Asset Management, collaborating with our clients
in an effort to build stronger portfolios drives everything we do.
We are committed to sharing our expertise, insights and
solutions to help make better investment decisions.
Whatever you are looking to achieve, together we can solve it.
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